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DigitalX Partners with Paykii for International Bill-Pay Capability 
 

Highlights: 
 AirPocket signs agreement with Paykii, the leading provider for Latin American Bill-

Pay coverage  
 United States AirPocket users will be able to pay the bills for friends and family in  

12 Latin American countries 
 This agreement allows AirPocket to offer low-cost Bill-Pay services and generate 

gross margins of over 100%  
 Bill-Pay is the third payment feature in AirPockets three stage roll-out as the only 

Blockchain-enhanced top-up, Bill-pay and remittance application in the world today 
 

DigitalX Limited (ASX: DCC and “the Company”) is pleased to announce that AirPocket LLC 
has signed an agreement with Paykii Inc. (Paykii), the leading provider for Latin American 
Bill-Payment coverage.  
 
The agreement will allow AirPocket users to pay electricity, telephone, internet, cable, water 
and gas bills from their mobile phone. Users will soon be able to make 24/7 balance inquiries 
and payments and importantly, the service will cover the largest utility providers in each 
country.  
 
Bill payment is a crucial expense item, accounting for up to 20% of remittance beneficiary’s 
expenses with billions of transactions globally according to Paykii and Juniper Research. In 
Latin-America, bill payments are still heavily cash-based and inconvenient with utility 
providers shutting off services for one missed payment.  
 
Leigh Travers, CEO of DigitalX commented “The unfortunate reality of cash remittances is 
the misuse of funds meant to be dedicated to family expenses. With AirPocket, senders will 
be able to exercise greater control over how funds are spent and take care of their families’ 
financial obligations in a few clicks of the App.” 
 
The integration of the AirPocket App into AirPocket network is expected to be completed in 
Q2 2017. AirPocket users simply require the type of bill, the utility provider and the account 
number of the recipient for a secure, fast and cost-effective transfer. The recipients do not 
require the AirPocket application and receive same day payment services. Users of AirPocket 
will receive an AirID, a patent pending digital identity and transaction monitoring system that 
forms the basis of digitizing transactions to build a credit rating for basic financial services.   
 
Fabian Saide, CEO of PayKii remarked “PayKii is excited to provide AirPocket with cross-
border bill payment services. Our service complements AirPocket’s core cash remittance and 
mobile top-up products while strengthening their customer value proposition resulting in a 
stickier customer relationship. We look forward to continuing the expansion of our 
international footprint and opening up further markets in 2017 in support of AirPocket and its 
users”. 
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About DigitalX Limited 
DigitalX is a Blockchain-based software solutions group disrupting the payments industry. Its 
products allow consumers to make secure and cost-effective money transfers worldwide. 
Partners can use DigitalX’s technology to offer new financial products. DigitalX is based in the 
United States and Australia.  
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